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Jeffrey Y

on
09/30/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Have owned this gun for years. Very reliable. Rarely needs cleaned. Ugly and heavy. Not good for conceal carry for most, but is an excellent cheap alternative for home security or a car or truck gun. Well worth the money for either of these two uses. 











Jose G

on
03/15/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Another excellent product from High Point. I also have the 45 and the 9mm. I can honestly say that these are super reliable guns. Obviously, if you are looking for looks, this is not the gun for you, but if you are looking for a good, reliable firearm, you will not go wrong with this handgun. Great to shoot with, handled recoil well and you can feed any ammo you want through it. I have fired over 1000 rounds with these guns with no issues. They are a little heavier than others, but quite frankly have out performed some of the other more recognized brands that I have. For guns that go under 200.00, a fantastic buy. 











Corey W

on
11/17/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This gun is build more solid than I suspected! Very happy with the purchase! 











Melissa G

on
12/23/2013




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Great gun for the price!!! Just a lil heavy 











Karissa V

on
05/09/2013




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










What can I say it's a hi point I bought it to get familiar with the 40 not a good gun I have a glock now buds was great as always gun was trash you get what you pay for 











Dena H

on
08/23/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I got my hi-point yesterday and fired 50 rounds through it and another 50 today and only 1 failure to eject, works great and shoots straight strait from the factory, and is very accurate. I love it. 5/5 











Corey B

on
08/05/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This was my first buds purchase and my first handgun. Buds was great as I've heard they always are. I put 100 rounds through the gun. Started out completely dry and right about the first mag of the second 50rd box I had a jam. Thought little of it it jammed again. Then it clicked two drops of oil on the firing pin area and it again fired like a dream the rest of the time. Overall it's a bit heavy and packs a good kick shoots well and shoots straight. Great gun for a great price I'm very satisfied. 











Edwin M

on
07/22/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This was my first gun. It really feels great, no jamming with over 100 rounds. Little heavy, nothing that can't be handle. I will defenetly recomend this gun. Easy to take apart and clean. Worth every penny. 











Roger W

on
06/09/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Picked up the JCP 40 S&W today and let me tell you, I was not disapointted! This is one mean green machine,,I love these Hi-Points and have never had a problem. Thanks Buds for making my 1st ever online purchase a great One!!!! I highly recomend Buds and Hi-Point 











David Y

on
04/18/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










just put my first 100 rounds through my GREEN MEENIE ....had a few jams in the first 3 mags....after that it was flawless 1 box of Remington FMJ.....1 box of Blazer FMJ....I love it ! Bought a Hogue Handall but I don't know if I'll install it..... grips felt fine...I used thin shooting gloves...recoil not bad...accurate....just worried about cleaning it - looks a tad involved from the YouTube vids..... 











Blaine G

on
03/26/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Put 75 rounds through it. Only had 1 fail to eject. Simple fix ejected magazine and pulled slide back and it dropped out the bottom. Continued firing the rest of the 100 round box with no more problems. AWESOME PRODUCT FOR THE PRICE! 











Kevin R

on
03/17/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Wow! This Beast is a thrill to shoot! I shot both expensive and TulAmmo with excellent results. This is an excellent shooter and the weight of the weapon both reduces recoil and increased accuracy! 10 Stars from me for the weapon and Buds!! I'll own every caliber built! 











Brannon G

on
01/05/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This was my first purchase from Buds. I didnt want to spend alot of money on my first purchase from them so I went with this Hi Point 40. I have seen them and heard both good and bad about them, but that is with any gun. The only negative thing I can say is that it is a bit heavy. I got it out of the box, loaded the mag, and shot 1 after another, not 1 time did it jam or fail. IF you are looking for a good inexpensive gun then I would recommend this one for sure if you dont mind it being heavy. Shoots good and looks pretty damn cool also, olive drab with camo grips... Thanks Buds, You will be getting ALOT of business from me.... 











Bryan S

on
12/22/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










first off, id like to say that buds was a smooth transaction. ordered it tuesday morning and picked it up thursday afternoon at the gunshop. i got the gun straight out of the box at the gunshop and ran 50 rounds though it. no problems. if there was a going to be a problem with it, it would be the cheap mags they sell. i knew going into the sitatuion the gun would be heavy buy geez, this bad boy is heavy. but for the price, it was 100% worth it right now. i will be buying another hi point and i will be doing it from buds. 











Arlen S

on
10/25/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I have not seen a HiPoint in Olive drab so I was leery about it. Buds got it to me lighnin' fast and this gun is better looking than I expected. 150 rounds out of the box without a hitch. I think Bud's is even faster than Dominoes Pizza :-). 











Gary P

on
10/21/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Took a little longer on delivery than my last gun but it was worth the wait. Who can complain about this gun is beyond me. I shot 50 rounds today after getting it straight out of the box...this thing is sighted om dead on from the factory and I can actually shoot it better than my glock 23. Its heavy and big but shoots real nice. Only complaint one may have is that you have to drive a pin out to disassemble it. The clip loads just fine. I reviewed this gun thoroughly before buying it and saw complaints but this is not the case with the one I got. For $165 give me a break...what a deal. All my friends shot it and want one so..? If you need cheap home protection in big caliber..I have no problem recommending this one...everyone who shot it loved it. And yes, if you run out of bullets you could club someone with this chunk of metal and plastic for sure...its massive but cool. PS...they included a nice rear peep site it you like that and tools for disassemble it. No case though. 











Brian R

on
10/02/2011




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










great all around, great site for heat !! 











Robert C

on
08/08/2011




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Number two order from buds came without delay. My new highpoint 40 is a beast, big green and mean. The ghost site is great and it sent lead down range all afternoon. Fun gun to shoot. Not fun to clean and saftey needs beefed up. For the price i will own one in every color and caliber 











Ian C

on
07/02/2011




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Have been looking at these cheap hi points for awhile and finally took the plunge and bought this 40 SW version. Buds was quick as usual and had it in my hands within a week of my check getting there. They are definitly worth the $160 bucks. Took it out and had a good time plinking. Fairly accurate, and adjustable sights are really unexpected on a pistol of this price range. Even includes a ghost ring if that's your cup of tea. It had a few jams here and there but nothing too serious. Hell if it jams you can always throw this thing at the bad guy because it has the balance of a solid brick! haha! If your looking for this as a conceal carry I would keep looking. I don't know if I would trust it with my life but for the money it sure is a lot of fun. Just took a star away for the jamming that seems to happen with at least every other mag. 











Shawn G

on
06/10/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This gun is great and so is buds. I ordered it on Friday and recieved it shortly the next week. I put about 15 rounds through it so far and it worked perfect. first purcahse from Buds and will be doing a lot more business with them very soon. 











James I

on
05/30/2011




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










nice got it home shot 200 rounds thru it holds a good group only have had a problem with certain ammo feeding not sure if it is the ammo or the magazine 











Ron W

on
05/08/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










1000+ rounds later and I have decided that this is my favorite gun. Zero malfunctions, easy to shoot, and just an all around pleasure. I highly recommend this gun. 











Jeremy P

on
04/03/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










First of all, I am a first time buyer from buds and I am very impressed with the way they do business. I purchased this gun on Sunday night and it arrived at my local FFL dealer by wednesday afternoon. I purchased the Hi Point model 40G as a gun to just shoot alot of ammo with. I own two Glocks and a S&W M&P all in .40 cal. and I can actually shoot tighter groups at 20 yds. with the Hi Point 40G. I am very impressed with this gun and you can't beat the price. I will purchase all my future guns from Buds. Thanks. 











Robert Y

on
12/25/2010




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Very fast shipping. Ordered on Fri. and got it on Wed. I've heard almost all bad things about Hi Point and don't know why. I shot at least 50 rounds of all kinds every day since I picked it up and it is great. Just adjusted the sight a little at 15 yds.to bull and now put 2 to 3" groups consistantly at 30yds. offhand, no rest. The way it sounds to me is if it dosen't have a big time name or isen't feather light it's no good. I think it's a great gun for that price. All the gun mags that review this gun are very favorable. If you can't handle a slightly heavy gun, don't buy it. I'll buy more. 











Ted P

on
12/06/2010




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Fast shipping,Thanks Bud's. Ordered over Thanksgiving Holiday. Great gun the FFL dealer was imprested with gun when I opened the box. I had read all the reviews on this and only one person had a problem, must have done something worng when loading his gun. I shot it over the weekend appox. 200 rounds did not skip a beat. If someone is looking for a reasonable priced gun yuo found it! 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat
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